OEKO-TEX® Certificate
Validity Check

Example Customer
is granted the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certification and the right to use the trademark.

Example Customer
is granted the LEATHER STANDARD certification and the right to use the trademark.

Example Customer
is granted the ORGANIC COTTON certification and the right to use the trademark.

Example Customer
is granted the ECO PASSPORT certification and the right to use the trademark.

Example Customer
is granted the Step 1 certification and the right to use the trademark.

Example Customer
is granted the RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS certification and the right to use the trademark.
Each OEKO-TEX® Certificate Has a Unique Certificate #
OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 Certificate

Certificate owner  
Certificate scope  
Product class & appendix  
Validity  
Covered requirements
Logo vs Product Label

**Logo**
Not enough information when referencing a certified product

**Product Label**
Includes required verification info

Logo: OEKO-TEX®
STANDARD 100

Product Label: OEKO-TEX®
STANDARD 100
XX.XXX.XXXX
Hohenstein HTTI
Product Label Anatomy

OEKO-TEX® logo

STANDARD 100

xx.xxx.xxxx

Hohenstein HTTI

www.oeko-tex.com

Certification name

Traceable certificate # & testing lab name (or QR code)

Website for more info
OEKO-TEX® Label Check

Certificates & labels can be validated at oeko-tex.com under ‘Label Check’

Enter the number exactly as it appears on label/certificate (case sensitive)

B2B: Suppliers are required to provide a copy of the valid certificate upon request.
OEKO-TEX® Claim Verification

**Verification:**

- If certificate is valid
- Product class
- Scope: what is covered in the certificate

Check certificate here

**Type of certified article:**
Woven terry products like towel, bath sheet, bath mat, bathrobe made of 100% cotton, cotton/organic, cotton/linen, cotton/polyester, cotton/recycled polyester, cotton-linen (bamboo) in raw white, bleached white, reactive yarn dyed, reactive solid dyed, reactive printed (only on 100% cotton, cotton/polyester, cotton/recycled polyester) and finished with softener and anti-microbial finishing (Healthguard® BK); recycled content > 20% from post-consumer PET bottles (Recron® Green Gold), including accessories (woven and printed label, sewing thread, zipper and polyester button); partly finished with biological active products accepted by OEKO-TEX®; produced by using materials certified according to STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®.
OEKO-TEX® LEATHER STANDARD

Certificate
Certificate owner
Certificate scope
Certificate validity
Product class & appendix
Covered requirements

Product Label

Logo
Traceability: certificate number + institute (or QR Code)
Website (Optional)

www.oeko-tex.com

Example Customer is granted the OEKO-TEX® LEATHER STANDARD certification and the right to use the trademark.
Certificate

Certificate owner
Certificate scope
Product class & appendix
Certificate validity
Covered requirements

Product Label

Logo
Traceability: certificate number + institute (or QR Code)
Website (Optional)
Certificate

Certificate owner

Certificate scope

Certificate validity

Covered requirements

B2B Product Label

Logo

Traceability: certificate number + institute (or QR Code)

Website (Optional)

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT
OEKO-TEX® STeP

Certificate
- Certificate owner
- Certificate scope
- Certificate validity
- Covered requirements

Facility Label
- Logo
- Traceability: certificate number + institute (or QR Code)
- Website (Optional)

Example Customer is granted the OEKO-TEX® STeP certification and the right to use the trademark.